Get Free Because Of You

Because Of You
With gentle, joyful illustrations, this celebration of the potential in each person illuminates the simple ways the world can be a better place —
because of you. Each time a child is born, the world changes. Each child brings to the world one more person to love and care for — and one
more person who can love and care for others. As children grow and learn, they can teach others and share feelings, ideas, and things. Just
as each of us sometimes needs help, we can also find ways to help others. The author and illustrator of MY BOOK OF THANKS reunite to
show, through everyday examples, how acts of kindness, understanding, and generosity — no matter how small — can make all the difference
in the world.
Because of You Old Glory Flies is a collection of heartfelt poems and illustrations to say thank you to all who have served, or currently serve
in the United States military. In creating this book, Julie Dueker and Ray “Bubba” Sorensen II, a.k.a. The Freedom Rock Painter, have
combined their unique talents and passions for God and country to show America’s heroes we are forever in their debt. They pray this book
touches the hearts and lives of those who open it and share it. “I’m impressed with Julie’s work to capture the essence of hero. There are
heroes all around us and some we would never know served in our nation’s military to defend the rights and privileges that we hold dear. We
can never repay them enough for all that they and their families have given to the rest of us. Many are in cemeteries across our land and
overseas. Some didn’t return at all. Others live quietly in our communities continuing to give of themselves for the good of others. America’s
greatness lies on the backs of our veterans and those who serve today. They have fought and died for us. I believe Julie’s works depict that
very well.” –Colonel Robert C. King (Ret)
Author Amanda Hinojosa has always wanted to write and has sought purpose in her writing?special meanings that truly hit home. In this
poetry collection, she tells the story of how she has overcome obstacles throughout her life to end up where she is today: in the arms of the
man of her dreams. Through verse, she recalls the whirlwind of events that have marked her life from childhood through today. She asks vital
questions and invites those who are important to her to play a part in her wedding. She also addresses readers in hopes of guiding others to
help people in situations like her own. In this autobiographical collection of poetry, Hinojosa seeks to share her story and reach out to those
who are special to her. "Problems Problems come and problems go each minute of the day. Problems being solved, somehow along the way.
Some come; many go, through people's ears they hear. Problems always seem to flow away, so don't have any fear. Problems can be easy,
some are even hard. Many can be sent, in a little card. Many can be very weird, due to being plain, Problems are this way, because they?re
so hard to explain. If this world that we live did not have one problem, Our home would not be that exciting little blossom."
*A People Top 10 Book of 2018* The New York Times essayist and author of We Learn Nothing, Tim Kreider trains his singular power of
observation on his (often befuddling) relationships with women. Psychologists have told him he’s a psychologist. Philosophers have told him
he’s a philosopher. Religious groups have invited him to speak. He had a cult following as a cartoonist. But, above all else, Tim Kreider is an
essayist—one whose deft prose, uncanny observations, dark humor, and emotional vulnerability have earned him deserved comparisons to
David Sedaris, Sarah Vowell, and the late David Foster Wallace (who was himself a fan of Kreider’s humor). “Beautifully written, with just
enough humor to balance his spikiness” (Booklist), I Wrote This Book Because I Love You focuses Tim’s unique perception and wit on his
relationships with women—romantic, platonic, and the murky in-between. He talks about his difficulty finding lasting love and seeks to
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understand his commitment issues by tracking down the John Hopkins psychologist who tested him for a groundbreaking study on
attachment when he was a toddler. He talks about his valued female friendships, one of which landed him on a circus train bound for Mexico.
He talks about his time teaching young women at an upstate New York college, and the profound lessons they wound up teaching him. And
in a hugely popular essay that originally appeared in The New York Times, he talks about his nineteen-year-old cat, wondering if it’s the most
enduring relationship he’ll ever have. “In a style reminiscent of Orwell, E.B. White and David Sedaris” (The New York Times Book Review),
each of these pieces is “heartbreaking, brutal, and hilarious” (Judd Apatow), and collectively they cement Kreider’s place among the best
essayists working today.
This could be any woman?s story. And it is every mother?s worst nightmare. Ex-Casualty actress, Rebekah was just 34 years old and 7
months pregnant when she found a lump in her breast. After twice being examined by doctors and having been told that it was nothing to
worry about, Rebekah pushed it from her mind and concentrated on the birth of her beautiful daughter, Gigi. But one night, whilst nursing her
baby, Rebekah realised she could still feel the lump. And it was bigger. Finally, her worst fears were confirmed: just 10 weeks after giving
birth, Rebekah was told that she had a fast-growing grade-three cancer and it had spread to her lymph glands. It was the beginning of a
journey to hell and back and Rebekah embarked on the fight of her life. This isn?t just a book about the horror of cancer. It is about facing
illness with humour and courage It?s a celebration of the special, unbreakable bond between mothers and daughters. It?s about survival.
USA Today Best Selling Author T.E. Sivec brings us the 2nd book in the Playing with Fire Series! Brady Marshall has made a career of
playing it safe. When he decides to do something rash and becomes a Navy SEAL, he thinks he's finally escaped the rigid structure of the
high society life his parents forced down his throat. All he does is trade in one set of rules for another. He follows military protocol to a T, but it
still results in the death of an entire team of Navy SEALS and puts his best friends directly in harm's way. He’s struggled to stay afloat and
not drown in grief, guilt, and booze, but he's losing that battle quickly. When his baby sister flees her abusive husband and shows up on his
doorstep with his young niece in tow, he has no choice but to clean up his act. He will stop at nothing to protect them and never let them
down again, even if it means taking a job that goes against everything he believes in. If protecting a pop star princess who thinks she's better
than everyone means he can keep a roof over their head, what other choice does he have? Layla Carlysle has lived a life of luxury. She's
been a star since the young age of fifteen, and every record she releases shoots straight to the top of the charts. She has people surrounding
her every single day telling her how amazing she is, how beautiful she is, and how lucky she is, but she’s never felt more alone in her entire
life. She wants nothing more than to break free and do what she really wants to do: write her own music, sing her own songs, and find a way
to finally be happy with her life. The only thing standing in her way is her mother, Eve Carlysle. Eve has controlled every single aspect of her
daughter’s life and will stop at nothing to achieve fame and fortune, even if that means using her daughter to get there. When an overlyamorous fan’s letters become increasingly more sinister, Brady will have to suck up his opinion of how the other half lives to take the job
seriously. The pair will need to learn to trust each other and put aside their differences before the letters become a reality and someone’s life
is in jeopardy. Brady has been to hell and back, and he refuses to let anyone else get close to him again. Layla has never lived her life for
herself, and the emptiness is threatening to break her for good. Sometimes our lives are already planned for us, but because of you, all of
that could change in an instant.
The absence of a parent can be really hard. And the confusion often leaves us scarred. For those that have wondered why their parent isn't
there, This book has a few reasons to share. Written as a gentle poem in the voice of an absent parent, I Didn't Leave Because of You offers
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beautiful and diverse imagery with a glimpse into some of the reasons for abandonment. Whether you are seeking to help a child cope with
an absent parent or searching for your own healing, This book is sure to help with the journey toward understanding and forgiveness.
Wrote this because of you is a collection of poetry from first time Young Urban Author CurDesia' Hudson. Hudson's words, are raw, bold, and
filled with the imagery of her own urban experiences. The lyrical language will hook the reader as the poet's words reel you in wanting more.
Playful at times, Wrote this because of you is a soulful collection of Hudson's words and images you will want to read again and again.
When the only thing that's remembered about your mother is how she died in a murder-suicide killing the wife of her ex-boyfriend, you know
life isn't going to be a piece of cake for you. Add to that a never-present father with more affection for his beer bottle than his daughter, and a
too-hot-for-his-own-good surviving son of the victim of said “accident,” and you have a problem—or at least, Nicole Harmon certainly
does.When the surviving son, Derek Noble, sees an unsavory opportunity for revenge in the form of a heated one-night-stand, he decides to
take it. It is intended to be an unkind but relatively uneventful interlude, but turns into the catalyst that unknowingly casts Derek and Nikki into
the shadow of their parents' sordid past.What begins as a hateful game of revenge soon evolves into something they never expected and a
love neither of them ever wanted. With the fragments of their tumultuous family history hanging over their heads, the second generation of
star-crossed lovers begin a love story all of their own...
Sometimes you have to lose everything to find your happy ending. Olivia Green had the picture-perfect life. Dating one of the most successful
businessmen in New York City, living in a penthouse over Manhattan and a budding career, until one dreadful night when it was all ripped out
from under her. If only she'd gone home like she was supposed to, she wouldn't have known her future fiancé was a two-timing jerk. Now with
no choice she is leaving the city to move back in with her parents in the small town of Morgan's Bay. Shane McConnell believed he had no
family other than his mother, but on her death bed, she revealed the father who died before he was born, came from a large wealthy family.
With nothing to lose he sets out to the east end of Long Island to spend a summer with his newly discovered family. What he doesn’t expect
is the secrets and lies dating back to long before his father’s death. Nor could he predict the beautiful hot mess he met on the train would find
a way into his closed off heart. Both struggling with the realities of their new lives they unintentionally lean on each other. As their attraction
builds and their undeniable chemistry explodes into passion, Shane holds onto his own secret that threatens his chance at love.
Because of You, I Am is an exploration into the nature of the spiritual world. With courage, insight and humor, Mary Ann Bumbera reveals a
deeper unseen reality that we are all part of but rarely consider. Faced with the illness of her dog, Charlie, Mary Ann races to understand the
nature of death.Is death really the end? Is this all there is? Do we have a spirit? Over time while Charlie's illness worsens, Mary Ann
discovers that there is far more to our existence than just the physical body, whether animal or human. She shares and celebrates her
discoveries with readers; affirming that death is not the end for any being. Stepping into unfamiliar territory, Mary Ann ventures into the
ancient practice of Shamanism, energy healing and animal communication, which deepens her relationship with Charlie. She swims with
humpback whales and dolphins, and experiences a profound connection. Through her search she utterly transforms her understanding of
Charlie, herself, and the nature of reality, including both death and life. She concludes nature in all its forms has a spirit or consciousness that
is intelligent, benevolent and loving, and that is not extinguished following the death of the physical body. The ideas in Because of You, I Am
will linger long after you finish it. You will come away with a deeper connection to your spiritual self, to others in your life, and to animals,
whether they are beloved pets or those found in nature. And you will have a better understanding of the mysterious power of love that
transcends death.
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SWEET LOVE Surgical nurse Alisha Hunter lives for her children and her career. At a party, she meets a man who vows to broaden her
horizons. Former military officer Jabari Sutton is ready to settle into civilian life—with Alisha. And she can’t deny the desire that ignites with a
single kiss. But the reappearance of her ex throws her world into chaos. Is Jabari as perfect as he seems—someone Alisha can trust with her
heart? BECAUSE OF YOU The sexy stranger Bailee Sanders invites back to her New Orleans hotel room makes her totally forget the
relationship she just ended. She never imagines they’ll meet again…until Dr. Ian Jackson shows up at her brother’s wedding. Their
chemistry’s off the charts, but Bailee’s wary of trusting another man. As they forge new career paths, can she and Ian find a way to live—and
embrace love—on their own terms?
(Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented in the right
hand of the piano part, as well as in the vocal line.
Love is not just about using the word to silence your partner in questioning any uncertainties or great concerns. But love should be shown in
your actions to eliminate every doubt. It is not about giving your partner the most expensive gift that money can buy. But it has to do with the
littlest of things thus showing your love for them, which becomes priceless. Ultimately, love has no price tag because money can buy you a
good time, but love enriches your body, mind, heart, and soul. For a healthy relationship, refrain from hurting your partner in a manner
whereby lying and cheating can totally destroy your relationship. Always remember not to hurt and break a heart that was meant to only love
you. In the end, you can stand to lose that love and the person who stood by you, although they know your flaws and still completely
accepted you. It is important to note that you shouldnt fool yourself by thinking that you have fooled a person by deceiving and lying to that
person who truly loves you and cares about you. Only with time will it be your own guilt that will make you realize that this person always
knew, and yet they have constantly forgiven you. Finally, you will certainly hurt when the day you lose that person forever by knowing that you
continuously broke their trust. Take heed. When you love from your soul and someone breaks you down completely then those invisible tears
become the most difficult to wipe away. To sum up my message to the world, this is my deepest and sincerest belief: Love is not who loves
the other more or less but to whether your love for each other is sincere and true. Love is not who was there only when you always smiled but
who was there to make you feel better when you broke down and cried. Love is not about who is right or wrong but how you work on the
issues and keep your love growing strong. Love is not how many times you thought to walk away but how long you stayed in love and kept
your relationship alive.
From the author of the bestselling Hideaway novels comes the first in a dazzling, sexy new series, The Wainwright Legacy, chronicling the
lives and loves of two prestigious New York families. High-profile lawyer Jordan Wainwright is an expert at uncovering the truth for his clients.
But he guards his own secrets closely, especially those surrounding his adoption by the powerful Wainwright family. Meeting attorney Aziza
Fleming at a party, he's captivated by her ambition and sensual warmth. Although Aziza insists she's not looking for anything serious, their
casual dates spill over into sultry, pleasure-filled nights. Aziza has been burned twice before—first by a bad marriage, then by a harassment
case that nearly destroyed her career. Sophisticated and irresistibly sexy, Jordan could be everything she wants, if he proves to be the
trustworthy man she needs. However, he'll have to choose—between keeping a decades-old secret, or embracing their newfound passion.
Mom's love and support have shaped your world and who you are within it. This is a celebration of the difference she makes every day.
Written by New York Times best-selling author Kobi Yamada, this endearing gift book combines adorable hand-drawn illustrations and sweet
sentiments to thank Mom for her open arms and open heart. It's an honoring gift for Mother's Day, a birthday, or just because.
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Meet Tiny and Nola. Two very different girls with two very different stories who are just trying to find a place to belong. A powerful and
compelling novel about friendship, love and acceptance. ‘Books can save anyone. If they’re the right ones.’ Tiny is an eighteen-year-old girl
living on the streets in Sydney, running from her small-town past. She finds short-term accommodation at Hope Lane – a shelter for the
homeless – where she meets Nola, a high school student on volunteer placement. Both girls share their love of words through the Hope Lane
writing group. Can they share their secrets, too?
Introducing StoryPlay Books--the smart way to read and play together! StoryPlay Books offer fun ways to engage with little ones during story
time and playtime with prompts and activities that everyone will love! Each quality story will delight readers while building early literacy skills
for ages 3-5 by helping them develop: problem-solving abilities, reading comprehension, social development, pre-reading skills, memory
strengthand more! Each book includes story-related games and crafts to extend the reading experience. Teachers agree that StoryPlay
Books are perfect for parents looking to stimulate and engage their kids at home while having fun together! Each book also shines a spotlight
on important topics for this age. I Love You Because You're You -- a sweet, rhyming story about the love between a little fox and his mother -focuses on emotions. Are you ready to start reading the StoryPlay way? Ready. Set. Smart!
Poppy feels like her life is falling to pieces in this coming-of-age novella of blended families and online bullying from best-selling author Eve
Ainsworth.Poppy's life has turned into a nightmare. Mum's new boyfriend is moving in, along with his daughter, Kayleigh - the most popular
girl in school. Poppy's dad is never around and appears to be drifting further and further away. And when it seems like things can't get any
worse, Poppy becomes the target of the spiteful school bullies. As the vicious online comments and humiliating pranks escalate, with even
her friends joining in, it looks like Poppy has no one left to turn to.
Veronica continues her monthly evaluation of the inmates at Lopezs asylum. She has had much success with all of the inmates except for
one. This one inmate decides to break his silence in the most unorthodox use of words imaginable. He opens up his soul for all to see.
Whether its a pleasant view or a horrid view is totally upon the way your ears digest his choice of words.
This is a sweet story to read to children everywhere, telling them how special they are to you and how loved they are. If you have a
child/children in your life, this book expresses the love and caring you feel. It is meant to build self-esteem and self-worth. To extend the fun,
each illustration is a craft project you can do with your child.
"Because of You is a beautifully crafted, wonderfully emotional debut."~ JoAnn Ross New York Times bestselling author of Honeymoon
HarborWelcome Home - these are the words every soldier longs to hear after an endless deployment. But for Sergeant First Class Shane
Garrison, there's no one waiting when he arrives back at Fort Hood, unconscious and barely hanging on. The IED that nearly took his life took
something more important - something he's afraid he'll never get back. Working as nurse at Fort Hood's busy hospital, Jen St. James has
seen her share of wounded warriors pass through her hallways. But there's something about Shane that draws her close, even when she
knows her own brush with death has left her scarred. As Shane struggles to recover, Jen is the only one who can see what's happening to
him. As the wounds of war drag him further away from healing and everyone around him who matters, Jen is there, pushing him, demanding
that he continue to fight to get back to the only thing he believes he's good at. Along the way, Shane learns the hard truth about life without
the uniform and discovers that maybe, there's someone for him to come home to after all.
By buying this book, you are 100% supporting the NGO Soy Gracias a Ti and their strive for helping street children in Mumbai, India. Amin
lived on the mean streets of Bombay from the age of five, begging, eating off discarded eatables, and sleeping under park benches. But Amin
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was lucky, taken to an orphanage three years later, he learnt what it means to have a place you can call 'home' and people you can call
'family'. Although his life was far from easy, Amin never forgot believing in the goodness of people and the idea that it only takes one person
to change the world. And he started to dream: to write a book and with its profit to open a café that supports street children. Support him by
purchasing his book: an autobiographical story which goes to the heart, full of joy, pain and courage to face life and the invincible power of
love which shines through even in the darkest hours. More information on http://www.iambecauseofyou.com/
THE HIGHLY-ACCLAIMED, LIFE-AFFIRMING AND MOVING SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER FROM NUMBER-ONE BESTSELLING
AUTHOR AND BRITAIN'S MOST LOVED WOMAN, DAWN FRENCH LONGLISTED FOR THE WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION AND A
RICHARD & JUDY BOOK CLUB PICK 'I absolutely loved Because of You. Fantastic, passionate, compassionate, so much wisdom, a lot of
humour, very real and credible' BERNARDINE EVARISTO, Booker Prize-winning author of Girl, Woman, Other 'Gorgeous . . . wise and full of
love' MARIAN KEYES __________ Tick-tock, tick-tock, tick-tock . . . midnight. The old millennium turns into the new. In the same hospital,
two very different women give birth to two very similar daughters. Hope leaves with a beautiful baby girl. Anna leaves with empty arms.
Seventeen years later, the gods who keep watch over broken-hearted mothers wreak mighty revenge, and the truth starts rolling, terrible and
deep, toward them all. The power of mother-love will be tested to its limits. Perhaps beyond . . . Because of You is the remarkably poignant
story perfect for every Dawn French fan, told with her signature humour, warmth and so much love. 'An extraordinary book - sad, heartening,
gripping and reassuringly human' JO BRAND 'The final scenes are so perfectly executed they almost broke my heart. Because of You is a
story to cherish' Sunday Express 'French manages to pick your heart up with the nib of her pen and slowly pull it apart, heart-wrenchingly,
page by page . . . A true writing talent' My Weekly 'Dawn French is a wonderful writer' Daily Mail 'Moving . . . French's best yet' Good
Housekeeping 'Dawn tackles the big ones - love, death, grief, childhood, motherhood, parenthood - head on' Guardian 'Beautifully observed'
The Times READERS LOVE BECAUSE OF YOU: 'Dawn had me laughing, crying . . . I loved every word' 5***** Reader Review
'Breathtakingly beautiful with one hell of an ending' 5***** Reader Review 'Heart-breaking but so beautiful' 5***** Reader Review 'Fantastic
story, fantastic characters - I want to read it all over again' 5***** Reader Review 'Have your tissues ready when you read this one' 5*****
Reader Review

She must make the biggest decision of her life before Thanksgiving Day. A numbers-cruncher and stickler for the rules, divorcée
Paulina Natawance is grateful for the handsome Ojibway man who helped her take a gamble on love last Thanksgiving. She’s
over the moon with their long-distance relationship, even though they’re separated by three hours and the international border.
The hole in Tripp Beargrease’s heart has healed after the death of his wife. And he owes his happiness to the stunning
Anishinaabe-kwe he rescued last Thanksgiving by chance, who easily stole his love. He’s on his way to Canada with an
engagement ring in his pocket to celebrate Paulina’s turkey holiday. When Tripp proposes marriage, taking another gamble
leaves Paulina shaking with fear over saying goodbye to her job, her home, and Canada to start anew. She must decide if she’ll
celebrate the upcoming American bird day with Tripp for the rest of her life or never celebrate the special US holiday again.
People are preparing for Christmas in the sleepy east coast fishing village of Newton Westerby, each going about their various
tasks in their usual ways, when suddenly a series of unexpected events occurs which impact on the whole community and feisty
Emma Kemp in particular. The story “Because of You” follows the tensions and interaction between the many characters affected
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by the drama as it unfolds.
Dad's care, guidance, and love have meant everything and more. This is a celebration of who Dad is--and all the ways your world
is a better place because he is in it. Written by New York Times best-selling author Kobi Yamada, this heartwarming gift book pairs
hand-drawn illustrations and thoughtful sentiments to share gratitude and let Dad know how much his presence means. It's an
honoring gift for Father's Day, a birthday, or just because.
Second-person storytelling is a continually present and diverse technique in the history of literature that appears only once in the
oeuvre of an author. Based on key narratives of the post-war period, Evgenia Iliopoulou approaches the phenomenon in an
inductive way, starting out from the essentials of grammar and rhetoric, and aims to improve the general understanding of secondperson narrative within literature. In its various forms and typologies, the second person amplifies and expands the limits of
representation, thus remaining a narrative enigma: a small narrative gesture - with major narrative impact.
Is a reckless rogue worthy of thelove of an innocent enchantress? Pretty Samantha Northrup knows it isher duty to marry—but the
chaste Englishvicar’s daughter secretly desires to be sweptoff her feet by a man whose kisses leave herbreathless. And when a
seductive strangerarrives at her door one stormy night,Samantha’s neat and orderly life is turnedupside down—especially when
she finds herself in a most compromising position . . .and is forced to marry a man she barely knows! Samantha is unaware that
her mystery bridegroom is Yale Carderock, the dashing,disinherited rakehell son of a duke, banishedby his father years before.
Now Lord Yalehas returned—wealthier but only somewhatreformed—and he is bewitched by his lovelynew bride’s awakening
sensuality and innocentfire. But can this marriage of conveniencebe something more . . . and can a confirmedcad and society
outcast truly change his ways enough to merit the lady’s tender love?
A sizzling new romance from Serena Grey. ?A standalone addition to the Swanson Court Series. Sometimes love burns out fastest
when it burns bright. That was Aidan and me. We burned fast. We burned bright. I shouldn’t have loved him at all. I shouldn’t
have left him. But the call of success, fame, and a dream career, pulled me away from the one man who made me come alive.
Now he hates me. And though I have everything I thought I wanted, success, fame, legions of screaming fans, without Aidan, it
feels as if I have nothing. He hasn’t forgiven me. He swears he never will. But he’s the only man I’ve ever loved, And I can’t give
him up.
Because of You shows there are two sides to every story. First we meet Bella. Bella still lives at home with her parents, has two
sisters, an eco warrier and a clothes thief, one dead dog, three very close friends and a Pillock of a boyfriend Her life is ticking
along nicely, thank you very much. Joe. Joe is young and carefree. We meet his loyal mates, one independent Mum and his
identical twin sisters. Joe is a lad who never admits his feelings, not even to his girlfriend ... So do we find what he's really
thinking? Because of You' is an emotional, funny story of the unexpected turns life can take and that everything, always happens
for a reason.
A lyrical, heart-lifting love letter to black and brown children everywhere: reminding them how much they matter, that they have
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always mattered, and they always will, from powerhouse rising star author Tami Charles and esteemed, award-winning illustrator
Bryan Collier.

This book is all about the struggles overcomes by a poor student, Nongdarel Meitei, who is a medical student at
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES, Porompat, Imphal. He was the only son of his parents
after three daughters. He got his MBBS selection after 4 years of struggle. He was growing up in his childhood with a
special love for his parents. His life was a big challenge for him but he managed his best level to win the lovely heart of
his parents. Indeed, he was depressed enough to burn out all his books but, with his motivations and parental supports,
he finally cracked NEET-UG 2020. He as a symbol of hard work wanted to motivate and inspire his younger to work for
giving such smiles to their parents as his parents got when he was selected for the MBBS course at JNIMS, IMPHAL.....
While investigating an apparent suicide, Detective Eric Daniels meets Vanessa Benton, whose conviction that her
colleague's death is not a suicide puts her own life in jeopardy.
My name is Diana, and after many years, I fi nally understand that I change myself for me because I want to be the
person I was meant to be, because I still have so much life to live, because I can do anything I set my mind to. I now
understand that trying to change myself to please another person cannot work. It may work for a short time, but it is not a
long term solution. I no longer need to be a “people pleaser.” I no longer have to say yes. I am learning to say no when
that’s what I mean. I can just be me. I am learning at last to be honest. Listening to both sides of a story will convince
you that there is more to a story than both sides. —Frank Tyger How true this is. My book will give you my side of the
story. I ask you to accept that my side of the story is told with the honesty of my memories. Despite all you will read, I fi
nally accept me as I am. I ask only that you do the same.
Can a blast from the past be the key to Holly’s future… and her heart? Still reeling from her husband’s betrayal, Holly
Richards is facing the prospect of a very lonely new year but is determined to keep things as normal as possible for the
sake of her two teenage children. But, as the New Year begins, her husband’s behaviour threatens to undo all her hard
work and, as her friends and family rally around, she is left to wonder if she’ll ever have a second chance at love. When
Luke Sterling, an old school friend, unexpectedly walks back into Keldsthwaite, and Holly’s life, her world is turned
upside down. Despite all her efforts not to, Holly soon begins to realise that, the more time she spends with Luke, the
more she finds herself falling for his charms. However, the sudden return of her husband threatens to throw a spanner in
the works, leaving Holly with just one question: will she and Luke get their happily ever after? Because Of You is the
second book in the Romance in the Lakes series but can be read as a standalone novel. Each book in the series has its
own guaranteed HEA and is perfect for fans of Rachael Lucas, Cathy Bramley and Cressida McLaughlin. So, what are
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you waiting for? Download your copy today! Official reading order: Book One: All I Want For Christmas Book Two:
Because of You Book Three: Crazy For You Book Four: Don’t Go Breaking My Heart Book Five: Endless Love
(Expected October 2021)
Tick-tock, tick-tock, tick-tock... midnight. The old millennium turns into the new. In the same hospital, two very different
women give birth to two very similar daughters. Hope leaves with a beautiful baby girl. Anna leaves with empty arms.
Seventeen years later, the gods who keep watch over broken-hearted mothers wreak mighty revenge, and the truth
starts rolling, terrible and deep, toward them all. The power of mother-love will be tested to its limits. Perhaps beyond...
This book shows you how to make life just a little bit better. Essential reading for anyone looking for simple insights on
leading a happier life. You, as one individual, can be an irresistible force for positive change.
An inspiring story of a friendship between Congressman John Lewis and 10-year-old activist Tybre Faw by New York
Times bestselling and Coretta Scott King Award-winning author Andrea Davis Pinkney! Ten-year-old Tybre Faw is
obsessed with history and the civil rights movement, and he devours every book he can find on the subject. When he
learns of Congressman John Lewis's harrowing and heroic march across the Edmund Pettus Bridge in the fight for the
right to vote, Tybre is determined to meet him. Tybre's two grandmothers take him on the seven-hour drive to Selma. And
as the two meet and become fast friends, Tybre joins Lewis for the annual walk across the Edmund Pettus Bridge! When
John Lewis is laid to rest, Tybre is invited to read Lewis's favorite poem, Invictus, at the funeral service. Pinkney weaves
this story of a boy with a dream--with the story of a true-life hero (who himself was inspired by Martin Luther King when
he was a boy). Both John Lewis and Martin Luther King, Jr. have left indelible marks on future generations. Will Tybre be
next to carry the mantle?
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